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1. This character learned a variant of Pai Sho from Shady Shin and one of their favorite
restaurants is Narook’s Seaweed Noodlery. In the series finale, this character officiated a wedding.
This character blocked the chi of P’Li by striking her third eye with a pebble. Along with Ghazan, this
character is the only known non-Avatar character to be able to lavabend. For 10 points, name the
earthbending brother of Mako.
Answer: Bolin
2. In one scene in this episode, insistent knocking forces the title character to leave a bathroom. A
white puppy stands in the middle of a road in this episode and in another scene, a character
expresses excitement over having a pen pal. One frame in this episode shows a broken mirror reflection
of the title character with a blackened eye. The title character ventures around the world in order to find
inner peace. For 10 points, name this episode which centers solely on the series’ title character.
Answer: Korra Alone
3. A character with this ability shot four arrows into an escaping airbender’s glider. It’s not spirit
bending, but Avatar Korra became the first Avatar to be able to do this ability. Another character with
this ability is described as getting along “famously” with Avatar Aang. One character reveres the creator
of this ability as their hero. The city Zaofu was built using this ability and the Republic City police force
utilizes this ability to apprehend criminals. For 10 points, name this ability in which one can manipulate
trace amounts of earth in a substance.
Answer: metalbending
4. In this episode, a character angrily says “what good are you to me?” after Korra says she does
not have money to pay for the food she ordered. Another character shouts “unhand me strange
woman” and is then told that the “strange woman” is his grandmother. Tenzin visits the Southern
Water Tribe, but returns to the titular location the next day, hindering Korra’s opportunity to learn
airbending. Korra escapes the South Pole to the eponymous location and convinces Tenzin to let her stay
in, for 10 points, what inaugural episode of the series?
Answer: Welcome to Republic City
5. In one episode, this character remarks that Bolin’s haircut makes him look stiff. This character is
told “a soldier never apologizes to his enemy” while in a secret army. In this character’s first
appearance, he fabricates a story about the death of his parents. In another episode, he helped some
others escape from Ghazan’s lavabending with his baby bison. Bolin refers to him as “little brother” and
Jinora is shown to be romantically interested in this character. For 10 points, name this character, a
mischievous young boy who is recruiting into the Air Nation.
Answer: Kai

6. The meat of this animal is considered a rare delicacy in Ba Sing Se. One character wears a pelt of
this animal and captures some of its babies to sell. One of these animals is named Juicy and has
mucus running down its nose. Korra is given one of these animals by a shaman from the Bhanti tribe. In
one episode, Ikki runs away and bonds with these animals, naming one of them Blueberry Spicehead. For
10 points, name this animal that responds to “yip yip” and one of which is named Oogie.
Answer: sky bison (accept equivalents like flying, air, etc)
7. In the episode, “Remembrances,” this character is described as a zombie by Varrick. When he
was a child, this character was described as a ”good natured kid,” but later became “cold and
detached.” This character once captured Tenzin and his family and paraded them onstage to
supporters. In the penultimate episode of Book 1, it is revealed this character is the brother of Tarrlok as
well as a bloodbender. Besides the Avatar, this character is the only other known person to be able to
remove one’s bending. For 10 points, name this leader of the Equalists.
Answer: Amon or Noatok
8. A character with this ability once expressed anger after another character mentioned his mother.
Another character with this ability once told Korra that she didn’t have to embrace her role as the
Avatar. Astral projection is shown to be a sub skill of this ability. Bumi is shown performing this ability
after chasing Bum-Ju down a cliff and is shown again performing it after a plate is thrown at him. Jinora
becomes the first person to master this ability after Tenzin. For 10 points, name this ability which Tenzin,
his children and later Zaheer possess.
Answer: airbending
9. While being poisoned, Korra hallucinates the head of this character on the body of Ghazan. This
character was a member of the Order of the Red Lotus, but disregarded their plans and sought his
own. At the Glacier Spirits Festival, this character commented that the event had lost its relevance to
spirits, but is then met with contempt from his brother. This character is the father of Desna and Eska as
well as the uncle of Korra. For 10 points, name this character who was chief of the Water Tribes and who
sought to connect the physical world with the spirit world.
Answer: Unalaq
10. Korra recites this name three times while being brought to the Bhanti Tribe Temple after
washing up on their shore and a projection of Avatar Kuruk advises Korra to find this spirit. After
separating two spirits, a character tells this spirit that it was bullying the other. This spirit is carried in a
teapot as it gradually shrinks. When this spirit bonds with a human, that person can bend all four elements
at once. For 10 points, name this spirit of light and peace which is merged with the Avatar.
Answer: Raava

11. This ability is used by the same character in every season finale. It is first seen in the episode
“The Revelation” with several young men displaying this ability. In that same episode, a character
is shown performing this ability powerfully at first, but it gradually gets weaker. Mako is able to fling
an antagonist across the room with this ability despite being controlled through bloodbending. This ability
is utilized in Republic City power plants to provide electricity to the city. For 10 points, name this ability
in which a firebender conjures an electric current.
Answer: lightning generation (accept equivalents)
12. This character’s favorite dish, raw vegi-wraps, was made for dinner before she departed. In the
5th episode of book 3, Bolin experiences an intimate moment with this character until Korra
interrupts them. In that same episode, this character attempts to connect with her aunt, but is only met
with aloofness. After her family was captured by Kuvira, this character devised a plan to rescue them with
the help of her aunt and grandmother. For 10 points, name this daughter of Suyin who later becomes an
airbender.
Answer: Opal
13. While recalling the past of the Avatar at the Fire Nation, Korra discovers that one of these
events is occurring a couple weeks. After one instance of this event, a character closes the two
entrances to the spirit world. The Avatar was created during one of these events. During this event,
spiritual energy is amplified, a spiritual aura envelops the Earth, and the planets align. Vaatu frees himself
from the Tree of Time during one of these events and almost destroys the Avatar spirit. For 10 points,
name this event which happens every 10,000 years where the North and South spirit portals align.
Answer: Harmonic Convergence
14. Along with his wife. Buttercup this character was almost kidnapped while at an event in the pro
bending arena. In one episode, this character once told Korra that she had lost her perspective due
to her age, which she angrily rebuffed. In that same episode this character stated that Mako was a “man
of the law.” This character also banished Korra from Republic City due to the “trouble” she was causing.
When Kuvira’s forces threatened Republic City, this character surrendered to her. For 10 points, name
this president of the United Republic of Nations.
Answer: President Raiko
15. A character with this name made their first appearance in the episode “Turning the Tides.”
Another character with this name advised others not to wander too deep into the spirit world or
they’ll end up in a place only the lost could find them. A person named this hung from a statue to save
themself and then thanked the person who the statue was modeled after.  A character with this name
organizes a tea party for May-Jim’s wedding. In another episode, that character told Korra to seek advice
from his nephew. For 10 points, what is the name shared by Zuko’s uncle and grandson?
Answer: Iroh

16. In this episode, we learn that Varrick’s full name is in fact Iknik Blackstone Varrick. One
character in this episode says that “a good evacuation is its own reward” and then abdicates their
royal throne. Another character aims a spirit cannon directly at Korra, and fires it, but is unable to control
the power. In this episode, Korra creates a third spirit portal and Kuvira surrenders after Korra and her
return from the spirit world. The final scene is Korra and Asami walking hand in hand into the spirit
world in, for 10 points, what episode?
Answer: The Last Stand (accept series finale or book 4 finale)
17. In one scene, a character does this action after the camera focuses on her teary eyes. When
acting as Nuktuk, Bolin does this action, only to be told that it wasn’t in the script. The penultimate
scene of the Book 1 finale shows this action before the camera tilts up. Much to Bolin’s dismay, Korra
does this particular action after finding out Mako has romantic feelings for her. For 10 points, name this
romantic action between two people which the series never shows Korra and Asami doing.
Answer: kissing (accept equivalents like kiss, kisses, smooching, etc.)
18. One character in this episode is asked what he is smiling about to which he responds that he was
remembering the last time he fought Bolin. In one scene in this episode, several hostages ask to
relieve themselves and another asks for water. Mako is lured into a cave of water, but then electrifies it,
killing his attacker Ming-Hua. The final scene of this episode reveals Jinora’s new tattoos while Korra
sheds a single tear at the sight. For 10 points, Zaheer battles Korra while the latter is forced into the
Avatar State in what episode?
Answer: Venom of the Red Lotus (accept B
 ook 3 finale)
19. When first meeting Korra, this character said they were “expecting great things” from her. In
the Avatar world, this character is credited to inventing the airplane as well as creating a viable
model of automobiles which are named for him. This character founded Future Industries and later
remarked that the greatest thing he ever created was his daughter. Lin Beifong temporarily released this
character from prison to help the fight against Kuvira. In one episode, he cuts through Kuvira’s mecha
suit and sacrifices his life. For 10 points, name this father of Asami Sato.
Answer: Hirsohi Sato
20. The first appearance of this ability is in the episode “The Spirit of Competition” after a
character is hit with an earth disc. One character with this unique ability battled against a man
with the name Yorru, but he was later revealed to be Zaheer. This ability can be used to keep
someone alive while their soul is trapped in the spirit world. After being poisoned, Korra goes to Katara
for the latter’s renown skill in this ability. For 10 points, name this sub skill of water bending which can
relieve pain and help remedy wounds.
Answer: healing (do not accept or prompt on water bending before it is read)

BONUSES
1. For 10 points each, identify these waterbenders.
A. Name the father to Korra who is also the chief of the Southern Water Tribe.
Answer: Tonraq
B. This character is the only daughter of Avatar Aang and the only waterbender out of her siblings.
Answer: Kya
C. This character was the councilman for the Southern Water Tribe in Republic City and is later
revealed to be the son of Yakone as well a bloodbender.
Answer: Tarrlok
2. For 10 points each, answer these questions about animals.
A. Naga, Korra’s animal companion, is this type of animal.
Answer: polar bear dog
B. Name Bolin’s fire ferret.
Answer: Pabu
C. This character is mentioned to have eaten her father’s pet bear.
Answer: Earth Queen or Hou-Ting
3. For 10 points each, answer these questions about technology in Legend of Korra.
A. Many citizens of Republic city listen to pro bending matches through this device. The Equalists
utilized this device to spread their movement.
Answer: radio
B. Kuvira constructed a giant mecha tank made of this material to blast spirit lasers in book 4.
Answer: platinum
C. It’s not chi blocking, but The Equalists use this weapon to stun opponents. Asami later uses this
weapon as well in various subsequent instances.
Answer: electrifying glove
4. As the Fire Ferrets, Korra, Mako and Bolin in this sport. For 10 points each, answer these questions
about pro bending.
A. Name the waterbender from the White Falls Wolfbats who was a source of irritation for the Fire
Ferrets.
Answer: Tahno
B. After the Fire Ferrets make it to the championship, they have to pay this many yuans for the
championship pot.
Answer: 30,000
C. A pro bending playing field has this many zones.
Answer: 3
5. For 10 points each, answer these questions about Zaheer and his accomplices.
A. Ming-Hua lacked these limbs, so she utilized her waterbending to do activities that require these
limbs such as driving.

Answer: arms
B. The group sought to end this Avatar concept by poisoning and killing Korra.
Answer: Avatar cycle
C. Zaheer uses this spirit world location as a meeting place for the Red Lotus.
Answer: Xai Bau Grove
6. The romance subplots of Legend of Korra have been met with very mixed reactions, so for 10 points
each, answer these questions about the various romances in the series.
A. Mako and Asami first meet after she hits him with this vehicle.
Answer: motorcycle
B. Eska gives Bolin this accessory which symbolizes their engagement to wed.
Answer: betrothal necklace (accept choker)
C. Lin Beifong dated this character before he married someone else.
Answer: Tenzin
7. For 10 points each, answer these questions about Republic City.
A. A memorial statue of this character stands on a small island in the bay of Republic City.
Answer: Avatar Aang
B. Republic City is home to this organized crime gang who are rivals to the Agni Kai and Red
Monsoon Triads. Bolin and Mako used to be involved in this gang.
Answer: Triple Threat Triad
C. Republic City, and the United Republic as a whole, was built on land that was previously colonies
of this country.
Answer: Fire Nation
8. For 10 points each, answer these questions about political leaders in Legend of Korra.
A. Kuvira was given this title after declaring the Earth Kingdom as the Earth Empire.
Answer: Great Uniter
B. This character is the monarch of the Fire Nation and is the daughter of Zuko.
Answer: Izumi
C. Prince Wu is named the successor monarch of the Earth Kingdom after this event which occurred
in Book 3 and subsequently sent the country into chaos.
Answer: Assassination of the Earth Queen by the Zaheer (accept equivalents)
9. “Do the thing!” For 10 points each, answer these questions about Varrick.
A. This character was Varrick’s assistant and later wife.
Answer: Zhu Li Moon
B. Varrick built this structure because he knew he would end up there one day. He spends part of
book 2 in this structure, but later escapes.
Answer: prison cell
C. Varrick invents this form of recreation and later makes a success out of the character Nuktuk
through this medium of entertainment.
Answer: mover(s) (prompt on “moving pictures,” do not accept or prompt on “movies”)

10. For 10 points each, answer these questions about statues.
A. A statue of a certain vegetable merchant is found in the front of this company’s headquarters in
Republic City. This company was framed as developing Equalist weapons in book 1.
Answer: Cabbage Corp
B. A statue of this character is shown in the front of the Southern Water Tribe Cultural Center. The
statue of this character holds a boomerang up in the air.
Answer: Sokka
C. A statue of Toph Beifong stands in these two locations, name either.
Answer: Republic City Police Headquarters or Zaofu (accept Republic City)
11. For 10 points each, answer these questions about locations in the Earth Kingdom.
A. After being captured by the Earth Kingdom, Korra and Asami crash land in this desert.
Answer: Si Wong Desert
B. Mako and Bolin find their long lost family in this Earth Kingdom city.
Answer: Ba Sing Se
C. Jinora goes to this location for more information about spirits. This location is owned by an owl
like spirit.
Answer: Wan Shi Tong’s Library  (prompt on “library”)
12. For 10 points each, answer these questions about references to Avatar: the Last Airbender in Legend
of Korra.
A. When Korra meets Toph, Toph affectionately calls the Avatar this nickname that she used to call
Aang.
Answer: Twinkle Toes
B. Toph recounts teaching Aang this ability to Korra. Toph greatly downplays the events.
Answer: earthbending
C. Zuko recalls the time he hired this bounty hunter to kill Aang.
Answer: Combustion Man or Sparky Sparky Boom Man
13. For 10 points each, name these citizens of Zaofu.
A. This character is an architect and helped build Zaofu with Suyin. He is also Suyin’s husband.
Answer: Baatar (do not accept or prompt on Baatar Jr)
B. This character was the advisor to Suyin until he was revealed to be a member of the Red Lotus.
Answer: Aiwei
C. Aiwei can notably detect when someone’s lying. Because of his true allegiances, he framed this
character, an 18 year old, as Zaheer’s accomplice.
Answer: Hong Li
14. For 10 points each answer these questions about the spirit world.
A. This place in the spirit world is a prison where humans are cast.
Answer: Fog of Lost Souls
B. Meditating is one way to enter the spirit world, but another way is entering through one of these.

Answer: spirit portal
C. When one enters through a spirit portal, they are able to do this. Those who meditate into the
spirit world cannot perform this ability.
Answer: bend
15. For 10 points each, answer these questions about Kuvira’s regime.
A. Kuvira was engaged to this son of Suyin before betraying him by shooting a spirit laser at his
location.
Answer: Baatar Jr (prompt on Baatar)
B. Kuvira was given this honor, named for an earthbending Avatar, by Prince Wu at his coronation.
She later crushed this honor symbolizing her resistance to resigning power.
Answer: Kyoshi Medal of Freedom
C. Kuvira harvested energy from these objects to use as a weapon.
Answer: spirit vines
16. For 10 points each, answer these questions about Tenzin’s family.
A. In Book 1, Tenzin’s wife gives birth to the couple’s fourth child. Name this child.
Answer: Rohan
B. This character is Tenzin’s wife as well as mother to Jinora, Ikki, Meelo, and Rohan.
Answer: Pema
C. Tenzin and his family live at this location which is near Republic City.
Answer: Air Temple Island
17. For 10 points each, answer these questions about the era before the Avatar.
A. During that era, humans lived on the back of these creatures who also bestowed humans bending
abilities.
Answer: lion turtle
B. Name this character who later becomes the first Avatar.
Answer: Wan
C. A lion turtle bestowed the ability to bend this element to Wan and it is the first that Wan is able to
bend.
Answer: fire
18. For 10 points each, answer these questions about the Beifong family.
A. Toph says this man is Lin’s father. We never learn anything about this character in the entire
duration of the series besides his name.
Answer: Kanto
B. Name either of Suyin’s twin sons.
Answer: Wei or Wing
C. Name this other son of Suyin who creates abstract sculptures and once claimed his individuality
was being crushed.
Answer: Huan

19. For 10 points, answer these questions about Nuktuk, hero of the South.
A. Name this love interest of Nuktuk.
Answer: Ginger
B. Naga stars as Roh Tan in The Adventures of Nuktuk: Hero of the South. Roh Tan is this animal.
Black makeup was put on Naga to resemble this animal.
Answer: panda
C. The Adventures of Nuktuk: Hero of the South was created as propaganda for this conflict that
occurred between the two water tribes in book 2.
Answer: civil war
20. For 10 points, answer these questions about the Krew aka Korra’s Team Avatar.
A. After freeing airbenders from a secret prison, the Krew became wanted in this country for the
majority of book 3.
Answer: Earth Kingdom
B. In the Book 4 episode, “Reunion,” some members of the Krew engage in a group hug. This
character attempts to join in on the hug, but is pushed away.
Answer: Wu
C. Three of the four members of the Krew had romantic feelings for this other member. Bolin is the
only member who did not have an actual relationship with this character.
Answer: Korra

